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Abstract
This paper provides an empirical analysis of possible manipulations of seized drug
amounts by police, based on a unique dataset that contains full information
on drug crimes in Russia reported during 2013-2014.

First, using a bunching

estimator, I document a significant excess mass of heroin cases above the punishment
threshold. The mass is six times greater than the average number of cases in
a counterfactual scenario without manipulation. Next, combining the bunching
estimator with an event study framework, I investigate the incentives for police
officers to manipulate and find evidence consistent with the motivation arising
from the officers’ performance evaluation system. Furthermore, I determine that
police officers are more likely to manipulate the drug amounts seized from repeat
offenders. The overall effect of manipulation on the sentence length of drug users is
an additional year of incarceration, which is a 67% increase on the average sentence
length without manipulation.
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1 Introduction
For decades, anti-drug policies around the world have been based on the general
principles of eliminating the production, sale and consumption of any illegal
psychoactive compounds, and have involved harsh law enforcement measures. Even
though highly controversial, these policies are still in place in many countries,
leading to insufficient budget spending and unequal treatment of different groups of
drug offenders (International Drug Policy Consortium 2018). While the harmful
consequences of poorly designed anti-drug laws are well-studied, there is little
evidence as to how prevalent incentives for police, prosecutors and judges affect
their behavior. In this paper, I provide evidence that poorly designed incentives in
the law enforcement agencies could lead to manipulation of the amounts of drugs
seized from offenders by police officers in Russia during 2013-2014.
Russia is a notable example in this context, as according to The Federal
Penitentiary Service of Russia (2017), at the end of 2018, almost a quarter of all
prisoners in the country were convicted of drug related crimes. Moreover, 79%
of these drug offenders were imprisoned just for using, not for producing or selling
them1 . The Russian law on drug possession for personal use carries penalties of up to
15 years of incarceration. In addition, performance evaluations of police officers were
and still are based on easily measurable and quantifiable indicators relative to past
performance, which establishes a strong incentive to conduct as many prosecutions
as possible, especially of severe drug cases involving drug amount above certain
thresholds.
Figure 1, obtained from Knorre (2017), shows the distribution of heroin cases
across drug quantities seized by law enforcement agencies in Russia during 20132014. Two dashed lines indicate the threshold drug amounts that define three classes
of the severity of the drug possession offences, and accordingly the punishment2 . The
Figure reveals a striking pattern suggesting that, at the moment of arrest, many
people possess a drug amount just above a threshold beyond which they will be
convicted of a more serious offence. In addition, there is a missing mass of cases just
below the second thresholds. This phenomenon is suggestive of manipulation of the
drug quantities seized by the police, which so far has only been alleged by various
media reports3 and mostly descriptive studies (Paneyakh 2014, Knorre 2017). More
1

In comparison, worldwide, 1 in 5 prisoners are incarcerated for drug offences. 83% of them are
convicted of drug possession for personal use (International Drug Policy Consortium 2018).
2
There is also a third threshold (at 500 grams for heroin) that is not depicted on the graph.
3
For example, see Nadezhdin and Matveeva (2019), Merzlikin (2019), Antonov (2019).
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rigorous analysis of the law enforcers’ response to punishment thresholds in Russia
can be found in Skougarevskiy (2017) and Knorre (2020). However, these papers
do not test for the possibility that the incentive structure which law enforcement
agencies face induces this behavior. My study, presenting a rigorous analysis of
possible drug manipulation, fills the gap and provides novel insights for policy
making.
Figure 1: Distribution of cases across quantities of heroin seized in Russia during
2013-2014

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin related cases registered in Russia during 20132014. The thresholds (dashed lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant, significant
and large drug amounts), the severity of crime and punishment. This graph replicates Figure 5 in
Knorre (2017).

I observe this type of discontinuity as shown in Figure 1 only for heroin. Graphs
with distributions for other often seized drugs are presented in the Appendix, Figure
A1, and do not show such discontinuities. An explanation for this could be that it is
easier for police officers to manipulate heroine amounts, given the small quantities
needed to cross the threshold. In addition, a large share of heroin users are from
the lowest socio-economic class, which makes the manipulation even easier for police
officers. For example, according to an interview with a former policeman (Nadezhdin
and Matveeva 2019), in many cases, the police officers used the following scheme.
They receive a call from somebody reporting that at the hall of his building there are
drug users, under the influence of drugs. The police arrives and finds unconscious
people and an amount of heroin. If the drug quantity is below the threshold, the
officers could add flour, sugar or any other white powder and arrest the users. A
3

police officer does not even need to have the additional amount of heroin itself
to plant on the offender, since, according to the law, the drug quantity seized is
determined not by the weight of the pure substance but by the weight of the entire
mixture. Therefore, the rules applied to weighting the drugs seized made (and still
makes) the manipulation a relatively costless way to meet performance requirements.
First, using a standard bunching estimator4 , I document a significant excess mass
of heroin cases just above the second punishment threshold. This mass is 6.325 times
greater than the number of cases in the manipulation window above the threshold
would be in a counterfactual scenario without manipulation. I also present evidence
in support of the hypothesis that the observed discontinuities in the distribution are
the result of moving people from below to above the threshold, not just due to a
self-selection of offenders or differential enforcement around the cutoff.
Next, I employ an event study approach to show that the observed pattern is
consistent with it being driven by the officers’ performance evaluation system. One
of the main indicators applied for performance evaluation is the number of serious
and most serious drug crimes, which can be easily increased by moving offenders
from below to above the thresholds. Previous year’s levels of this indicator for the
officer, or his or her station, are used either as a direct target for the current year or
included in setting the incentives. Exploring how the number of serious and most
serious drug crimes evolves over the calendar year, I document that it increases
by 23% in the month when a police station reaches the previous year’s level of
performance. Exploiting differences in the performance evaluation approaches of the
two law enforcement agencies that were both responsible for drug control in 20132014, I find further evidence of this response to performance requirements. While
one of the agencies compared the performance of regional offices cross-sectionally
across stations in the country in order to set incentives, the other agency used a
comparison within each station over time. I show that manipulation is more severe
in the second agency, where the performance target is more clearly known to police
officers and, hence, incentives to manipulate are stronger.
It is worth noting that bribery might be another motive for police officers to
manipulate the drug amounts, or to threaten offenders with possible manipulation.
4

The approach was initially developed by Saez (2010), Chetty et al. (2011) and Kleven and
Waseem (2013) to study the response to tax regulation. However, increasingly it is applied in
many other settings, for example education (Brehm et al. 2017), pensions (Manoli and Weber
2016), social insurance (Le Barbanchon 2016), car speed regulation (Goncalves and Mello 2017),
welfare programs (Camacho and Conover 2011), procurement (Palguta and Pertold 2017) and
others.
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However, the significant probability to loose the job due to reporting insufficient
numbers of arrests and convictions in annual performance reviews could be a strong
incentive for police officers to “keep” offenders. This likely outweighs the benefits
from receiving a small bribe from a drug user or micro-trafficker, who are usually
people of low socio-economic status. At the same time, according to an investigation
based on anonymous surveys of 571 victims of extortion from being caught with
drugs (Litavrin et al. 2017), if an offender decides and is able to pay a bribe, in
most of the cases he does it to buy himself out of prison, not just to decrease the
sentence. This means that those individuals are most likely not in the database at
all and these bribery cases are undetectable. In addition, the study suggests that
the amount paid in bribes is increasing with the drug quantity; however, it does not
find any evidence of the bribe cases bunching at some particular amounts.
This study adds to the growing literature on performance evaluations and
incentive schemes in the public sector. As was highlighted in the seminal paper
by Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991), strong incentives in government jobs can
result in negative effects, given that many civil servant’s jobs are characterized
by multitasking. Even more, some objectives that civil servants have to attend to
are more easily measured than others. In such a situation, strong incentives could
detract attention away from tasks that are not easily measured, or even induce
fraudulent behavior.
For example, Mas (2006) documents that, in the case of unfavorable outcomes
in the final offer arbitration of wage disputes, crime reports in New Jersey rise and
arrest rates and average sentence length decline. Makowsky et al. (2019), using
data from 36 states of the U.S., find that county-specific budget deficits might
lead to the disproportionate increase of black and Hispanic drug, driving under the
influence, and prostitution arrests, and associated property seizures and number
of fines5 . Prendergast (2001) looks at the issue from a slightly different angle and
shows that increased external oversight in Los Angeles leads police officers to reduce
crime-fighting activities to avoid possible investigation. Banerjee et al. (2012) run a
sequence of experiments in India and find that reduced autonomy of police station
managers reduces police effectiveness6 .
Acemoglu et al. (2016) study the effect of high-powered incentives for the military
5

Harvey (2020) shows how fiscal incentives could distort the allocation of law enforcement effort
in favor of high-revenue towns in the case of traffic citations in Canada. This paper also contains
an overview of studies on fiscal incentives in law enforcement.
6
For a review of field experiments on selection, incentives and monitoring in public sector see
Finan et al. (2017)
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in Colombia and find that rewarding army members for killing guerillas (left-wing
insurgents) significantly increases the number of false positives, when innocent
civilians are killed and misrepresented as guerillas. This is an extreme example
of adverse responses to poorly designed incentives in more consequential setting,
as well as drug manipulations in Russia investigated in my paper. Nevertheless,
these studies broaden the empirical evidence needed for better understanding of
accountability issue in public sector. They provides useful insights about optimal
incentive structures that could be also applied to other than law enforcement setups
where inappropriate incentives might trigger dishonest behavior7 .
In the second part of the paper, adopting the novel bunching technique
from Diamond and Persson (2016), I identify the characteristics of victims of
manipulations of seized drug amounts, and the effect of the manipulation on sentence
length.

The results suggest that while the demographics and socio-economic

status of offenders do not have a significant effect on a police officer’s decision
to manipulate8 , having a criminal history increases the probability of becoming
a victim of such manipulation. This adds to the discussion on recidivism as well as,
more generally, on discretion and discrimination in law enforcement. The overall
estimated effect of the manipulation on the sentence length of drug users is around
one additional year of incarceration (compared to an average sentence length without
manipulation of 1.5 years), and the magnitude of this effect is not dependent on a
guilty plea.
In contrast to most existing studies based on U.S. data (Anbarci and Lee
2014, Goncalves and Mello 2017, Bjerk 2005, Ulmer et al. 2007, Rehavi and Starr
2014, Bjerk 2017)9 , I analyze a novel setting where law enforcers behave in more
7

See Zitzewitz (2012) for a review. For instance, the seminal papers by Burgstahler and Dichev
(1997) and Degeorge et al. (1999) study the distribution of earnings reported by firms and find
a bunching just above zero earnings or analysts’ forecast. This so called earnings management
(sometimes referred to as manipulation) could be driven by the response of senior executives to
the incentives - implicit and explicit dependence of their rewards on the firm earnings. I find the
similar pattern in the behavior of police officers who target their own previous year performance.
8
In contrast, Volkov (2016) analyzes all felony cases processed by federal district courts during
2009-2013, and finds a significant bias in judges’ decisions against entrepreneurs, and offenders of
low socio-economic status. Kurmangaliyeva (2017) determines that the Russian judicial system is
more lenient to wealthier defendants.
9
Anbarci and Lee (2014) and Goncalves and Mello (2017) use U.S. data on speeding tickets
and find an excess mass at speeds just below the first threshold, above which the fine increases.
They take this bunching as evidence of manipulation by police officers, who may wish to avoid
onerous punishment for drivers. Bjerk (2005), Ulmer et al. (2007) and Rehavi and Starr (2014)
find that some prosecutors are more likely to charge offenders who were initially arrested for crimes
under a mandatory minimum sentencing law with a lesser crime not covered by this law. Bjerk
(2017) focuses on drug crimes in the US and finds that first-time drug offenders are likely to avoid
prosecution under a mandatory minimum law.
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repressive way, intentionally increasing, instead of decreasing, the penalty for the
offender.

Another study that also finds bunching of drug offenders above the

punishment threshold is Tuttle (2019). However, the focus of that paper is on racial
discrimination as the main cause of the sharp increase in the fraction of crackcocaine cases above the mandatory minimum threshold. Additionally, in contrast
to my study, Tuttle (2019) finds the effect for drug traffickers, which is specifically
due to prosecutorial discretion, and not the behavior of police officers.
The total social cost of the incentive structure is difficult to calculate precisely.
However, its welfare loss from prolonged sentences and inequality in the enforcement
of the law likely exceeds any benefits from keeping drug users off the streets.
Furthermore, the manipulations I study are widely discussed in the media10 that
significantly lowers public trust in the police, increasing the level of perceived
insecurity. This, in turn, decreases the effectiveness of law enforcement and the
legitimacy of police actions. In addition, each year the government spends an
enormous amount of money on the Penitentiary Service11 , but drug addicts do
not receive any treatment during incarceration. After release, most of them start
taking drugs again becoming repeat offenders. Even more, as I show in this study,
the probability of being manipulated and receive longer sentence is higher for the
offenders with prior criminal records.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Institutional context and data are
described in Section 2. In Section 3, I provide the empirical strategy presenting the
results in Section 4. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.

2 Institutional Context and Data
This section briefly discusses the institutional background, providing information on
Russian anti-drug laws and the system of performance evaluation for police officers.
Additionally, it describes the dataset used for the empirical analysis.

2.1 Institutional Context
The first independent Russian anti-drug agency was established in 2002. Since
then it has been reorganized multiple times, and in 2004 was renamed the Russian
10

For example, see Nadezhdin and Matveeva (2019), Merzlikin (2019), Antonov (2019).
The annual budget of the Penitentiary Service of Russia was constantly growing since the
establishment and reached $5 billion in 2015 that is comparable with the budget of some European
countries: for example, Albania ($4.5 billion) or Moldavia ($2 billion).
11
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Federal Service for Drug Control (FSKN)12 , also known as the “Drug Police”. The
responsibilities of this agency included the control of legal, and combat of illicit drug
trafficking, and prevention of drug abuse. The FSKN shared jurisdiction with the
Public Security Service (Police) of the Ministry of Internal Affairs (MVD)13 , but
was solely responsible for coordinating and pursuing Russian drug investigations
abroad (The Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Russian Federation, n.d.). While
the main focus of the FSKN was on larger cases (drug trafficking, organized crime,
large drug amounts), the MVD mostly dealt with routine low-profile cases, such as
drug use and small-quantity drug sales. Almost two thirds of all drug related cases
registered during 2013-2014 were initiated by the MVD. At the same time, the MVD
provided many other public security functions, and drug control was not its only
responsibility.
Even though the MVD and FSKN were supposed to have different drug control
strategies, in practice, their efforts were duplicative. Thus, the FSKN seized large
drug amounts very rarely, and medium seizure sizes for the two agencies in the case
of heroine were around 1-2 grams. In addition, all drug trafficking cases were almost
evenly split between the MVD and FSKN, and the compositions of drugs seized by
the agencies were similar (Knorre and Skougarevskiy 2015). However, around 76%
of all possessions for personal use were registered by the MVD. In 2016, the FSKN
was dissolved, and its functions were transferred to the MVD.
Anti-drug legislation. 95% of all drug crimes registered in Russia in 2013-2014
were prosecuted under articles 228 and 228.1 of its Criminal Code. The severity of
a penalty under these articles depends on the type of drug offence (drug use or drug
sale) and on the amounts of drugs seized, which are classified via threshold amounts
as “significant”, “large” or “especially large” (Appendix, Tables B1 and B2).
Punishment for drug possession of a “significant” amount, with no intention
to sell, is imprisonment for up to three years. For “large” and “especially large”
amounts, the punishment is imprisonment for three to ten and ten to fifteen years,
respectively. In the case of voluntary surrender of drugs to a police officer and active
assistance during the investigation, an offender is exempted from criminal liability.
If the amount of drug seized is less than significant, the person can only be brought
to administrative responsibility punished with a fine up to $14214 or administrative
arrest for up to fifteen days.
12

Federal’naya sluzhba Rossiiskoi Federacii po kontrolyu za oborotom narkotikov, FSKN.
Ministerstvo vnutrennih del Rossiiskoi Federacii, MVD.
14
All amounts are expressed in U.S. dollars using the average 2013-2014 exchange rate
(RUB/USD = 35.158).
13
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Drug sale is punishable by imprisonment for four to eight years if the amount
is less than “significant”, eight to fifteen years for a “significant” amount, and ten
to twenty years for a “large” amount. “Especially large” amounts carry a fifteen to
twenty years, or life, sentence. In this case, the crime is serious if the amount of
drug seized is less than “significant”, and most serious if the amount is “significant”
or higher.
The practice of plea bargaining was introduced in 2001. During 2013-2014 around
60% of all cases, and 30% of drug related offences, were adjudicated based on plea
bargaining. Pleading guilty significantly simplifies the procedure: a conviction is
pronounced without the actual examination of evidence at a court hearing. In
addition, a person that accepts a plea bargain waives the right to appeal. In return,
by pleading guilty the offender lowers the upper bound of the sentencing range by
one third.
The performance evaluation of anti-drug agency personnel. During the 20132014 period, when both the FSKN and the MVD were responsible for enforcing
drug laws, each had their own officers’ performance evaluation system. The system
used by the FSKN was based on performance indicators that, among others, included
the number of serious and most serious drug crimes solved (per 100 officers). For
each indicator, the FSKN regional offices received a position in cross-region ratings.
The final evaluation was determined by the overall rank of the office in relation to
other offices based on these ratings.
On the other hand, the system of performance evaluation of the MVD was based
on an overall score for each regional office. Among the highest weighted parameters
that entered the score was again the number of serious and most serious crimes
solved (per 100 officers). Crucially, in contrast to the FSKN, the MVD stations
compared performance with their own evaluation in the previous year15 (Novikova
2014).
If the officer met or surpassed the targets, he might receive a monetary bonus
to his monthly salary or promotion (for high-profile cases). While there was no
guarantee that the officer would be rewarded for good performance, he certainly
was reprimanded, warned or even fired in the case of unsatisfactory performance. In
addition, the officer could be deprived of monthly bonuses, in addition to the fixed
salary, if he did not fulfill the plan.
15

Formally, after the reforms in 2011, the MVD offices had to compare their performance across
units rather than relative to the previous period. However, locally this did not work due to the
complexity of the system.
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Thus, the system of performance evaluation presented incentives for police
officers to show the required level of cases and prosecutions. Meanwhile, even though
the FSKN’s system was more transparent, it was more difficult for the FSKN stations
to set the “necessary” amount of manipulations, since it had to take into account the
performance of other stations in the current period. In contrast, the MVD officers
always knew what numbers they should reach. These institutional features could
significantly contribute to the difference in the magnitudes of manipulation by these
two agencies, which I investigate in more detail in Section 4.2.
In addition, not only police officers were evaluated based on easily measurable
and quantifiable indicators, but also prosecutors and judges. The evaluation of the
prosecutors was linked to the number of convictions, while acquittals were considered
“lost” cases and negatively affected the evaluation. Judges were evaluated by the
number of appeals and by the “confirmation rate” of their decisions at the higherinstance courts (Schultz et al. 2014). This system incentivizes prosecutors and judges
to behave in a repressive way16 and created an enabling environment for fabricating
cases at the lower level.

2.2 Data
This paper uses a database provided by the Institute for the Rule of Law at the
European University at St. Petersburg, Russia17 . It contains information on almost
300,000 drug crimes reported in Russia during 2013-2014. The information is based
on five forms that are created at the different stages of the investigation of a specific
case and include the following data:
form 1: identified crime and investigation results;
form 2: socio-economic characteristics of offender;
form 3: criminal proceedings;
form 4: reparation for damages and the seizure of crime objects;
form 6: trial results18 .
16

In 2018, the rate of acquittal reached its historic minimum in post-Soviet Russia - 0.24%
compared to 0.3-0.4% in the 1990s (Sokolov 2019).
17
Initial data was compiled and prepared at the Institute for the Rule of Law at the European
University at St. Petersburg with support from the Russian Science Foundation grant 17-18-01618.
18
Form 1 is completed by an investigator when he or she decides to initiate criminal proceedings
that should be approved by a prosecutor. During the investigation, forms 2, 3 and 4 are created.
These forms have to be checked by the prosecutor’s office before referring the case to the judicial
authorities. Form 5 is not in the database since it should contain information on victims, while
drug crimes are victimless. Form 6 is filled in by a judge. After closing the case, all forms should
be converted from written to electronic form and submitted to an information center (Shklyaruk
and Skougarevskiy 2015).
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Knorre and Skougarevskiy (2015) and Skougarevskiy (2017) extracted and
analyzed all information on primary drug types, weights of drugs seized, offenders’
characteristics and court decisions from this database. I follow their approach. Both
forms 1 and 4 contain information on weights of drugs seized, which coincide only
for 92.8% of cases. However, the distributions of cases across drug amounts do not
differ significantly. Form 1 quantities are determined by a police officer, who has to
weight the drug seized, while form 4 is created at a later stage after the prosecutor’s
approval of case initiation and contains drug amounts measured in the laboratory.
Therefore, to estimate the magnitude of possible manipulation, and to investigate
to what extent it varies by drug type, article and agency, I use data from form 1. In
order to identify characteristics of victims of manipulation, I merge data from forms
1 and 2. For the investigation of manipulation consequences, I turn to combined
data from forms 1, 2 and 6, merged with drug weights from form 4. Weights from
both forms are needed for estimating LATE of manipulation on sentence length in
accordance with the Diamond and Persson (2016) approach. I restrict the sample
to cases related only to drug use for two reasons. First, separation by article is
needed due to the existing specifics of determining the length of imprisonment for
different types of crime. Second, the drug dealers sample from merged dataset based
on forms 1, 2, 6 and 4 contains an insufficient number of observations for bunching
techniques.
The initial dataset based on form 1 contained data on 518,979 drug crimes
including 89,152 heroin cases. 14% of cases related to heroin were excluded from the
sample because the amount of drug seized was missing19 . Missing values are likely to
be caused either by inaccurate completion of forms by police officers or by mistakes
during the conversion of the forms into electronic files. Additionally, under some
circumstances, a case can be initiated without drug seizure. See Table B3 in the
Appendix for more information on the samples discussed in this paper and missing
values. While differences in means of the working sample and the set of observations
with missing weights are statistically significant for almost all factors, their values
themselves are small in most cases. As expected, the documents are more complete
for more serious crimes (with longer sentences), when there is conclusive evidence
(being arrested under the influence of drug) or in the case of refusing to plead guilty,
which leads to a full investigation, compared to the simplified procedure under the
19

The form 4 dataset included information on 236,989 drug crimes out of which 50,782 were
related to heroin. Due to missing drug weight, 8% of heroin related cases were also excluded from
the analysis.
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plea bargain.

3 Empirical Strategy
3.1 Detecting Manipulation of Seized Drug Amounts
To study the magnitudes of manipulation in the data, I apply the standard bunching
estimator (Saez 2010, Chetty et al. 2011, Kleven and Waseem 2013). This method
allows to construct a measure of excess mass of offenders above a threshold by
comparing actual and counterfactual distributions around this threshold.

The

counterfactual density of seized drug amounts is estimated by fitting a high-order
polynomial to the observed distribution, excluding the manipulation region (see
Appendix C for further details).
In this study, I focus solely on the second threshold for several reasons. I do
not study the first threshold because data on offences below the threshold could be
incomplete due to police officers’ reluctance to deal with cases that do not affect their
performance evaluation significantly. Moreover, some officers might show leniency
towards minor offences and not register them. In addition, the number of weight
bins that could be defined below the first threshold is insufficient for estimating the
counterfactual distribution. At the third threshold (500 grams for heroin), which is
not presented in graphs, bunching is not observed, probably due to weak incentives
and (or) insufficient number of observations. Therefore, I do not explore the police
officers’ responses to this threshold, and even exclude the long tail from the analysis,
since it does not affect the counterfactual distribution around the relevant (second)
cut-off and estimates.
If we assume that offenders are rational agents we could expect a counterfactual
distribution with humps just below the thresholds. Since these humps could not be
estimated, I make the assumption of the counterfactual distribution with a smoothly
decreasing shape. In this case, the bunching estimator yields a lower bound of the
extent of manipulation. Indirect evidence in support of a smoothly decreasing shape
comes from the distributions of cases related to the other types of drugs (Appendix,
Figure A1), which do not have bunching (at least around the second threshold).
Additionally, the voluntary bunching of offenders below the threshold is more likely
to be observed if punishment increases discontinuously for any amount exceeding the
limit. By Russian anti-drug law, the punishment should increase smoothly without
shifts at the thresholds in the case of drug use or overlap in the case of drug sale.
12

Using the bunching estimator, I estimate the magnitude of manipulation in
the full sample with the drug weights from form 1. To check that the results are
insensitive to the choice of estimation parameters, I repeat the procedure described
in Appendix C, using different polynomial orders, values of upper bounds, or starting
points after the exclusion of the area around the first threshold. I also vary the
upper point for drug weight where I cut the sample since the long tail with few
observations does not contain much information. Next, I compare magnitudes of
manipulation across different samples, geographical areas, types of offence and drug
control agencies.
Additionally, in order to analyze the effect of performance requirements on the
behavior of police officers in more detail, I use an event study approach. The
identification strategy exploits the variation in the timing of reaching the previous
year’s number of serious and most serious crimes for a given station. This approach
restricts the sample to those police stations that during the study period (2014)
surpassed their 2013 “benchmark” (conditional on it not being zero). For each
station i, I calculate the total number of serious and most serious drug crimes per
month and, comparing these values with the 2013 level, determine when the station
reached this level. This allows me to define a set of event study dummies with index
t in [-6, 6] indicating the number of months before/after the event - the reaching of
the “benchmark”. In total, I have 13 dummies: 1 for the event month, 6 for pre- and
6 for post-periods, since, on average, stations reach the level needed after 6 months.
The logarithm of monthly number of serious and most serious drug crimes Yir is my
main outcome, which I regress on event study dummies and station and month fixed
effects:
Yir =

6
X

αt 1[Tir = t] + γi + δr + εir .

(1)

t=−6

I then test for whether there is a significant difference in the effects of reaching
the previous year level for two drug control agencies.

3.2 Identifying Victims of Manipulation
In order to recover the characteristics of those who were manipulated by the police,
I adopt the technique designed by Diamond and Persson (2016).
First, I estimate the counterfactual expected values of observable characteristic
Y at any drug quantity bin R inside the manipulation area if there was no
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manipulation, using cases outside of this area:
p
X

Yj =

βk Rjk + εj ,

(2)

k=0

where Rj < D − rl or Rj > D + ru . Then I can calculate the observed average values
of characteristic Y for offenders inside the manipulation region below (Y
above (Y

up

) and

) the threshold D:
Y

never

Y
never

Here Y

never

1

up

X

Yi , where D − rl ≤ ri < D,
N never i
1 X
tYi , where D ≤ ri ≤ D − ru .
= up
N
i

=

(3)
(4)

is the average characteristic of those offenders who were arrested with

the amount of drug just below the threshold and were not selected for manipulation
(“never-takers”):
Y

never

=

Accordingly, Y

N down
N compliers
down
compliers
Y
−
Y
.
down
compliers
down
compliers
N
−N
N
−N
up

(5)

is the average characteristic of all those offenders who were

manipulated (“compliers”) and who actually were arrested with a drug amount just
above the threshold (“always-takers”):
Y

up

N always
N compliers
always
compliers
= always
Y
− always
Y
.
compliers
compliers
N
−N
N
−N

(6)

Using the estimates of the counterfactual values of observable characteristic Ŷ
and distribution of cases Ĉ, I can obtain values of Y

down

and Y

always

in the following

way:
ˆj R Ĉj R dR
Y
D−rl

R D−σ

Y
Y

down

always

=

=

N down
R D+ru R R
Yˆj Ĉj dR
D

N always

.

(7)
(8)

The number of offenders in each part of the manipulation region can be calculated
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as:
N never = N down − N compliers , where N down =

Z D−σ
D−rl

N up = N always + N compliers , where N always =

Z D+ru
D

R

Ĉj dR,
R

Ĉj dR.

(9)
(10)

Plugging these into (5) and (6) and using estimates from (3), (4), (7) and (8), I
solve for the compliers’ average value of characteristic Y:
Y

compliers

N never
N down
never
down
Y
−
Y
)+
never
down
never
down
N
−N
N
−N
N always
N up
up
Y
−
Y always ).
+ 0.5( up
N − N always
N up − N always

= 0.5(

(11)

Finally, I can compare the mean characteristics of those offenders who were
manipulated by the police (“compliers”) with the mean characteristics of all offenders
who were “eligible” for manipulation but did not receive it (“never-takers”):
∆Y = Y

never

−Y

compliers

.

(12)

3.3 Estimating the Effect of Manipulation on Sentence Length
I identify the effect of manipulation of drug quantities on sentence length (and on the
probability of pleading guilty) in two steps, following again Diamond and Persson
(2016).
First, I estimate the relationship between sentence length S and the amount of
drug seized from form 1:
Sj =

p
X

βk Rjk + γR ∗ 1[Rj ≥ D] + ωj ,

(13)

k=0

where Rj < D − rl or Rj > D + ru . Equation (13) gives the expected length of
sentence at each drug amount inside the manipulation region in the counterfactual
world where no offender is manipulated.
Then, I calculate the counterfactual expected sentence length across the whole
set of drug offenders inside the manipulation region:

S=

Z D+ru
D−rl

Ĉj
Sˆj R

R

D+ru
D−rl
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Ĉj

R dR.

(14)

Comparing observed and estimated counterfactual average sentence lengths,
I obtain the “intent-to-treat” effect, which shows a change in the length of
imprisonment due to the offender having been caught with the actual amount of
drug that falls within the manipulation region:
P

IT T =

i∈manip region
N manip

Si

− S,

(15)

where N manip is the number of offenders in the manipulation area.
The procedure described above is repeated with drug quantities from form 4
instead of sentence length. This constitutes the effect of being manipulated on
the amount of drug seized that is determined officially at the laboratory and then
considered by judge at court. The ratio of ITT from (15) to this effect, in turn,
identifies the local average treatment effect (LATE) of being manipulated on the
length of imprisonment.

4 Results
4.1 Manipulation of Seized Drug Amounts
Among all drugs in my data, focusing on the second threshold, I find significant
bunching only in the case of heroin. Graphs with distributions of other often seized
drugs are in the Appendix, Figure A1. The bunching estimator for all heroin cases
from form 1 is 6.325 (Appendix, Figure A2). This means that the excess mass above
the second threshold is almost six times greater than the average number of cases
that would be in the manipulation window above this threshold in the counterfactual
world without manipulation. The effect is slightly stronger in merged samples from
forms 1 and 2 and forms 1, 2, 6, and 4 (Appendix, Figure A3), supporting the result
observed in the initial dataset from form 1.
The result is robust to variations in the width of the manipulation window or the
degree of the polynomial I use to fit the counterfactual distribution (Appendix, Table
B4). To avoid the possible overstatement of the effect of manipulation I choose the
main specification yielding the results presented here that gives the smallest possible
estimate of bunching.
Eyeballing the distributions of seized amounts of heroin in different Russian
regions indicates that the magnitudes of manipulation vary across regions. However,
formal test of differences in manipulations are infeasible, since splitting the sample
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into 83 subsamples (the number of regions) significantly reduces statistical power
when estimating the region-specific extent of manipulation. Therefore, I divide all
regions into only two groups: on, or away, from the main drug-trafficking routes20 .
Figure A4 in the Appendix shows that the magnitude of manipulation in regions
along the routes is more than twice as high as that in regions away from the
routes. This could be explained by the following factors. First, in regions which
are on the drug-trafficking routes, the share of population that could potentially be
manipulated (drug users, drug dealers) is greater. Second, police officers in these
regions might be more experienced in dealing with drug related crimes. Additionally,
there might be differences in incentive structures in the two drug control agencies,
which is investigated in more detail in the following subsection.

4.2 Incentives for Manipulation of Seized Drug Amounts
What causes the significant bunching above the threshold?

According to, for

example, Paneyakh (2014) and Knorre (2020), the main driving force for dishonest
behavior is the system of performance evaluation of police officers. To test for this
possibility, I exploit differences in the evaluation approaches of the two drug control
agencies.
Combining the information on sanctions for drug related crimes and the systems
of performance evaluation of police officers discussed in Section 2.1 suggests the
following incentives for moving offenders from below the second threshold to above it.
In the case of drug use, crossing the second threshold increases the severity of crime
from least serious to serious, which in turn positively affects the evaluation. The
incentive for moving offenders from below to above the threshold in the case of drug
sale is ambiguous, since manipulation does not directly contribute to performance
indicators. However, it could be explained by police officers’ concern about losing
“points” if a drug sale case is requalified to a drug use case (for example, storage
without the purpose of sale). At the same time, if the drug amount seized is large
(above the second threshold), a requalification only decreases the severity of the
crime (from most serious to serious). However, that does not change the number
of serious and most serious (drug) crimes solved by the police and, hence, does not
worsen the performance statistics. Figure 2 presents a sharper graph and slightly
higher bunching estimate for drug users (left) than for drug dealers (right), which
20

Information on drug-trafficking routes is taken from the website of Russia’s international news
agency https://ria.ru/20100603/242406939.html. Accessed on December 1, 2018.
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could be explained by different incentives at the threshold. In addition, drug users
are the significantly larger group of drug offenders, as well as much easier to locate
and, hence, manipulate.
Figure 2: Distributions of cases related to drug use (left) and drug sale (right) across
quantities of heroin seized

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin related cases from form 1 registered in Russia during
2013-2014. The series shown in bars is a histogram of the observed distribution of cases. The solid
line is a fourth-degree polynomial fitted to the empirical distribution. The thresholds (dashed
lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant, significant and large drug amounts), the
severity of crime and punishment.

Moving offenders from below the threshold to above it increases the number of
serious and most serious drug crimes solved, which improves the chances of police
officers meeting the requirements. Since previous year’s performance presents a
direct target in the case of the MVD or more noisy “benchmark” in the case of
the FSKN, reaching this level could significantly affect the behavior of the police
during the current year. In order to analyze the possible influence, I use an event
study framework. The regression results are shown in Figure 3 and Table B5 in the
Appendix.
The results suggest a significant increase of the number of serious and most
serious drug crimes registered in the month when the station reaches the 2013
“benchmark” and two months before it. After the “event”, number of cases returns to
its average level before the jump. This is consistent with the idea that manipulation
is risky, and when the target is still far away, it is unclear whether benefits from
manipulation will overweight its costs. However, the closer the target, the clearer
the gain from manipulating drug amounts is. Once the target is reached, police
officers stop manipulating, also because they do not want to ratchet up the target
for the next year.
18

Figure 3: The effect of reaching 2013 level on the number of serious and most serious
drug crimes registered 2014

Note: The sample includes all MVD’s and FSKN’s stations that reached the total 2013 number
of serious and most serious drug crimes during the period studied (January - December 2014).
The regression results are reported in the Appendix, Table B5. Standard errors are clustered by
station.

As the event study results suggest (Table B5 in the Appendix), the performance
requirements can differently affect the behavior of officers in the two agencies during
a year. However, this specification shows the difference in the numbers of all serious
and most serious drug crimes and does not tell us how the magnitude of manipulation
(the number of cases above the threshold) varies across agencies and over time. To
explore the effect of differences in the systems of performance evaluation, I break all
heroin related cases into two groups: those initiated by the MVD and those initiated
by the FSKN (Figure 4). The estimation determines a difference in the values of
the bunching estimator, significant at the 1% level. The bunching estimate for the
MVD cases is 8.254, while for the FSKN cases it is only 3.291. This can be explained
by the difference in the two systems of performance evaluation. In the case of the
FSKN, final crime statistics are compared with the performance of other police
stations and, eventually, other regions. The FSKN officers do not know the exact
level that should be reached in order to obtain a satisfactory performance evaluation.
Therefore, the incentives to manipulate in the case of the FSKN are weaker. In turn,
the MVD offices compare results with their own performance in the previous period,
which is well known to them. Given that the most recent performance should not
be worse than previously, the performance evaluation system may incentivize some
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police officers to behave dishonestly, manipulating drug amounts seized in order to
improve their statistics.
Figure 4: Distributions of cases initiated by the MVD (left) and the FSKN (right)
across quantities of heroin seized

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin related cases from form 1 registered in Russia during
2013-2014. The series shown in bars is a histogram of the observed distribution of cases. The solid
line is a fourth-degree polynomial fitted to the empirical distribution. The thresholds (dashed
lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant, significant and large drug amounts), the
severity of crime and punishment.

The final step is to test whether reaching the target differently affects the
magnitudes of manipulation in two agencies. For the performance evaluation, the
number of serious and most serious drug crimes is calculated per 100 officers. I do
not have information on the size of each regional office, and therefore I cannot exploit
the FSKN’s cross-region comparison scheme21 . Instead, assuming that the number
of officers at each station is fixed during the 2013-2014 period, I determine the total
absolute number of serious and most serious drug crimes solved by each station in
2013. Then, I divide all cases initiated in 2014 (by agency) into two groups: before
and after achieving each station’s 2013 level. Finally, I check whether the bunching
varies between these four groups. As expected, the estimation shows that in the
case of the MVD, the magnitude of manipulation is higher when the station had not
yet met its previous year’s performance level, and that the difference is statistically
significant at the 10% level. At the same time, the magnitude of manipulation by the
21

I conducted an exploratory analysis of the effect of the cross-region comparison scheme,
assuming the number of officers to be proportional to the total number of drug crimes solved
by each station during each year. First, I identified the FSKN’s and MVD’s stations with the
highest relative number of serious and most serious drug crimes solved in 2013. Second, for each
agency, I split all 2014 cases into two groups: before and after reaching the “best” level of 2013
(established by either the FSKN’s or MVD’s station). Finally, I calculated the bunching estimate
for four groups of cases. The difference in magnitudes appeared to be insignificant.
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FSKN police stations does not significantly depend on reaching, or not reaching the
“benchmark” (Figure 5). Thus, these results support the hypothesis that the driving
force for manipulation of drug amounts is the performance evaluation system.
Figure 5: Distributions of cases across quantities of heroin seized during 2014 by
the MVD’s and FSKN’s police stations before (left) and after (right) reaching the
total number of serious and most serious drug crimes solved in 2013

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin related cases from form 1 registered in Russia during
2013-2014. The series shown in bars is a histogram of the observed distribution of cases. The solid
line is a fourth-degree polynomial fitted to the empirical distribution. The thresholds (dashed
lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant, significant and large drug amounts), the
severity of crime and punishment.

4.3 Mean Characteristics of Possible Victims of Manipulation
There are a number of criteria that a police officer can use to select which offenders to
push above the threshold. My analysis begins by calculating summary statistics for
the whole population of heroin offenders and for those who fall into the manipulation
region. Table B6 in the Appendix shows that means are similar across these two
samples, suggesting the absence of self-selection into the area around the second
21

threshold. To determine the mean characteristics of victims of manipulation, I use
the technique described in Section 3.2 and present results in Table 1.
Table 1: Mean characteristics of possible victims of manipulation
Eligible for
manipulation
Male
0.809
Russian
0.856
At least college
0.386
Unemployed
0.761
Repeat offender
0.670
Administrative offence22
0.076
Under the influence of drug
0.518
Under the influence of alcohol
0.013
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

Manipulated

Difference

s.e.

0.858
0.869
0.400
0.756
0.733
0.059
0.467
0.016

−0.049∗
−0.013
−0.014
0.005
−0.063∗∗
0.017∗
0.051
−0.003

0.025
0.023
0.029
0.018
0.030
0.010
0.033
0.008

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin related cases from forms 1 and 2 registered in Russia
during 2013-2014. Column 1 presents the predicted mean characteristic of all drug offenders who
possessed an unmanipulated amount of drug that fell into the manipulation window below the
threshold. Column 2 presents the predicted mean characteristic among the compliers, i.e., the
offenders who were actually moved above the threshold. Column 3 tests the difference. To obtain
the estimates, I apply the method described in detail in Section 3.2.

First of all, I check whether such demographics as gender and nationality affect a
police officer’s decision to manipulate the seized drug amounts. I find a difference in
the mean shares of men among those who were eligible for manipulation but did not
receive the “treatment”, and those who were pushed above the threshold. However,
this difference is only marginally significant. At the same time, there is no effect
related to the offender being Russian.
Turning to the indicators of offender’s socio-economic status, such as employment
status or education level, I do not find that drug amounts of low class individuals are
more likely to be manipulated. This could be due to the homogeneity of the whole
group of drug offenders, which consists mostly of unemployed and poorly educated
individuals. As the analysis shows, there is also no significant effect related to an
offender being under the influence of drugs or alcohol at the moment of arrest,
which, in general, should make this group of offenders a more vulnerable target.
The only factor that is significant is the offender’s previous criminal history: repeat
offenders are more likely to be pushed above the threshold. This could be explained
22

A wrongful, guilty action (omission) of a natural person or legal entity which is administratively
punishable under The Code of Administrative Offences of The Russian Federation. This violation
of the law is not serious enough to be considered criminal.
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by it being easier to manipulate a person whose socio-economic characteristics are
known.

4.4 The Effect of Manipulation on Sentence Length
A case by case comparison of heroin weights from forms 1 and 4 shows that they
coincide in 92.8% of the full sample23 . Significant deviations seem suspicious and
might be the consequence of mistakes made when filling in the card or converting
it into an electronic form. At the same time, observations with large discrepancies
in weights are randomly distributed and, therefore, could be excluded from the
analysis.

Table 2 presents the results of an estimation conducted for full and

restricted samples, which includes observations with absolute weight differences of
less than 14 grams; this being the 95th percentile among absolute nonzero deviations.
Table 2: The effect of manipulation on sentence length and probability of pleading
guilty
Absolute difference ≤ 14
Coefficient

s.e.

Full sample
Coefficient

s.e.

Panel A. Sentence length
First stage
ITT
LATE(sentence)

1.071∗∗∗
1.089∗∗∗
1.016∗∗∗

0.009
0.052
0.217

0.366
1.091∗∗∗
2.978∗∗∗

2.461
0.054
0.695

Panel B. Pleading guilty
LATE(plea)
−0.167
plead
LATE(sentence)
0.942∗∗∗
LATE(sentence)not plead
0.924∗∗∗
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

0.818
0.060
0.131

−0.484
0.942∗∗∗
−0.780

0.430
0.065
1.104

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin use related cases from forms 1, 2, 6 and 4 registered
in Russia during 2013-2014. See the text for further details defining the subsample of observations
with absolute difference in weights of less than 14 grams. Panel A presents estimates of the impact
of drug weights from form 1 on drug weights from form 4 (First stage), as well as ITT effect of
manipulation on the sentence length of all individuals in the manipulation region, and LATE of
manipulation on the sentence length of compliers only. Panel B presents LATE of manipulation
on the probability of pleading guilty and on the sentence length of those drug offenders who did
and did not plea guilty. To obtain the estimates, I apply the method described in detail in Section
3.3.

The first stage effect of manipulation of heroin amounts registered by police
officers in form 1 on heroin weights recorded in form 4 after the expertise is
23

Average nonzero weight difference is −1.231 gram.
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significant and shows the 1.1 grams increase of drug seized amount for individuals
in the manipulation area. This implies that police officers work and manipulate in
collaboration with laboratory experts. There is also a significant effect of being in
the manipulation window on sentence length (ITT). However, in order to see the
impact of manipulation on compliers’ years of imprisonment, I divide ITT by the
first stage effect and obtain LATE(sentence), which suggests a one year increase in
sentence length for individuals who were pushed above the threshold24 .
Turning to the possible heterogeneity of the effect of manipulation, I estimate
LATE for those who pleaded guilty and who did not accept a plea bargain. According
to Titaev and Pozdnyakov (2012), in general, pleading guilty in Russia does not
reduce the sentence significantly and even worsens the offender’s situation in some
cases. Nevertheless in 2013-2014, almost 60% of all cases (30% of drug related
offences) were processed under a plea agreement. This quite large share could be
explained by the legal illiteracy of offenders who simply do not know how the plea
bargain may influence their legal situation. Additionally, police officers could offer
the agreement more forcefully if the credibility of evidence collected is in doubt
as in the case of, for example, manipulation of drug amounts. In turn, a plea
bargain leads to a conviction without the actual examination of evidence at a court
hearing. However, my analysis shows that crossing the threshold does not increase
the probability of pleading guilty (LATE(plea) in Table 2). At the same time,
the difference in the effects of manipulation on the sentence length of those who
accepted the plea bargain and those who did not plead guilty (LATE(sentence)plead
and LATE(sentence)not plead ) is statistically insignificant. The reason could be the
quite common practice of pinning the unsolved crime on a person who is already
convicted of something, and then to push this person to plead guilty to both crimes.
The total cost of drug manipulation to society is difficult to calculate precisely25 .
24
This estimate is close to that obtained in Skougarevskiy (2017). Applying regression
discontinuity design methods to the data on cannabis and heroin cases from Russia, he finds
that the length of unconditional incarceration increases by 0.84 years when the drug weight crosses
the threshold. My estimate could be higher because I focus solely on heroin cases, which might
be considered to be more serious offences than cannabis related crimes. In addition, I estimate
the effect for compliers, while Skougarevskiy (2017) shows the discontinuity taking into account
all offenders in the window above the threshold.
25
The estimates obtained allow me to calculate the approximate welfare loss due to manipulation
of seized drug amounts by police officers. For example, in 2013-2014, the average yearly government
spending on one prisoner was around $2705. According to the estimation results from Section 4,
there were around 3000 offenders who were moved above the threshold as a result of manipulation
during the 2013-2014 period, and each of them was sentenced to an additional year in prison
than they would otherwise have been. Thus, the additional annual government expenditure is
$2705∗1500∗1, which is almost $4.1 million. At the same time, the above-noted yearly spending on
prisoners is only 30% of the whole budget of The Federal Penitentiary Service of Russia. Therefore,
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However, undoubtedly, the welfare loss exceeds any benefits from keeping drug
users off the streets. Each year the government spends the enormous amount of
money on the Penitentiary Service, but drug addicts do not receive any treatment
during incarceration. After release, most of them start taking drugs again and
could be convicted for a second time. Those who decide to go back to normal
life face significant difficulties, and longer incarceration exacerbates their situation,
strengthening barriers to reintegration and increasing the probability to commit a
“real” crime. Even more importantly, multiple manipulations widely discussed in
the media lower public trust in the police increasing the level of perceived insecurity.
This, in turn, decreases the effectiveness of law enforcement and the efficiency of
budget expenditures.

5 Conclusion
While the failure of the war on drugs has been acknowledged, anti-drug policies in
many countries are still based on harsh law enforcement. This leads to inefficient
budget spending and unequal treatment of different groups of drug offenders. Russia
is a particularly notable example. A recently published report on drug crimes in
Russia (Knorre 2017) illuminates revealing statistics on the distribution of criminal
cases across quantities of heroin seized. These statistics suggest the bunching of
offenders who were arrested with an amount of drugs just above the threshold
sufficient to be convicted of a more serious crime. At the same time, there is a missing
mass of cases just below the threshold. This might be evidence of manipulation of
drugs quantities seized by the police, which so far has only been alleged by various
media reports.
This paper provides an empirical analysis of the mechanism that drives the
possible manipulation of amounts of drugs seized using a unique dataset that
contains rich information on drug crimes reported in Russia during 2013-2014.
Exploiting the specific features of the Russian institutional context, I show the
importance of incentives from performance evaluation in triggering the misbehavior
of police officers. Additionally, the results suggest that individuals with a criminal
history are more likely to have their drug amounts manipulated by the police.
the estimate of welfare loss obtained can be considered as a lower bound. If I use an annual prison
authority budget per convict of $9016, on average, for calculation, the additional pressure on the
overall country budget is around $13.5 million. However, even this amount is still a minor share
of the total social cost induced by manipulations, since it does not take into account many other
negative effects.
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The overall effect of this manipulation on sentence length is an additional year
of incarceration, which is not dependent on a guilty plea. Finally, I calculate the
additional pressure on the overall country budget of around $13.5 million. However,
this is a lower bound of the total social cost induced by manipulations, since it does
not take into account that longer incarceration strengthens barriers to reintegration
after release, increases the probability of recidivism and amplifies the spillover effect.
This paper shows the inefficiency of the existing performance evaluation system
and raises a question on optimal incentive structure. Forecasting expected results
itself is a common practice in many public organizations; this provides guidance for
the upcoming period. However, the way it is implemented could become an issue,
as in the case of drug control in Russia. Rigid and easily predictable performance
systems oriented along a narrow set of key indicators strongly distorts officials efforts,
in line with Holmstrom and Milgrom (1991). Performance systems need to be
carefully designed, and overall carefully implemented, or discarded when they do
more harm than good.
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A Supplemental Figures
Figure A1: Distributions of cases across quantities of drugs seized by drug type

Note: The baseline sample consists of all drug related cases from form 1 registered in Russia during
2013-2014. The thresholds (dashed lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant,
significant and large drug amounts), the severity of crime and punishment.
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Figure A2: Distribution of cases across quantities of heroin seized

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin related cases from form 1 registered in Russia during
2013-2014. The series shown in bars is a histogram of the observed distribution of cases. The solid
line is a fourth-degree polynomial fitted to the empirical distribution. The thresholds (dashed
lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant, significant and large drug amounts), the
severity of crime and punishment.

Figure A3: Distributions of cases from forms 1, 2 (left) and forms 1, 2, 6, 4 (right)
across quantities of heroin seized in Russia during 2013-2014

Note: The series shown in bars is a histogram of the observed distribution of cases. The solid
line is a fourth-degree polynomial fitted to the empirical distribution. The thresholds (dashed
lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant, significant and large drug amounts), the
severity of crime and punishment.
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Figure A4: Distributions of cases across quantities of heroin seized in regions which
are along (left) or away from (right) the main drug-trafficking routes

Note: The baseline sample consists of all heroin related cases from form 1 registered in Russia during
2013-2014. The series shown in bars is a histogram of the observed distribution of cases. The solid
line is a fourth-degree polynomial fitted to the empirical distribution. The thresholds (dashed
lines) determine the scale of seizure (less than significant, significant and large drug amounts), the
severity of crime and punishment.
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B Supplemental Tables
Table B1: Amounts of drugs (grams above) for purposes of articles 228, 228.1 of the
Criminal Code of Russian Federation

Cannabis
Heroin
Amphetamine
Papaver
Desomorphine
Hashish
Cocaine

Significant

Large

Especially large

6
0.5
0.2
20
0.05
2
0.5

100
2.5
1
500
0.25
25
5

100000
500
200
100000
10
10000
1500

Table B2: The severity of offence and sanctions according to articles 228, 228.1 of
the Criminal Code of Russian Federation
Article 228 (use)
Drug amount
Less than significant
Significant
Large
Especially large

Article 228.1 (sale)

Severity

Sentence
(years)

Severity

Sentence
(years)

Administrative
offence
Least serious
Serious
Most serious

Fine/15 days

Serious

4-8

0-3
3-10
10-15

Most serious
Most serious
Most serious

8-15
10-20
15-20
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Table B3: The comparison of means within the missing values analysis
Form 1
(1)
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Initiated by the MVD
Initiated by the FSKN
Article 228 (use)
Article 228.1 (sale)
Male
Russian
At least college
Unemployed
Student
Worker
White collar
Repeat offender
Administrative offence
Under the influence of drug
Under the influence of alcohol
Sentence length
Pleaded guilty

(0)

0.682
0.314
0.447
0.550

0.643
0.355
0.364
0.592

Observations
76,735
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

12,417

Form 4
(1) - (0)
∗∗∗

0.039
−0.040∗∗∗
0.083∗∗∗
−0.042∗∗∗

(1)

(0)

0.749
0.250
0.530
0.467

0.796
0.204
0.440
0.537

46,593

4,189

Forms 1+2
(1) - (0)
∗∗∗

−0.047
0.046∗∗∗
0.090∗∗∗
−0.070∗∗∗

(1)

(0)

0.753
0.245
0.727
0.269
0.814
0.851
0.381
0.784
0.0001
0.182
0.014
0.672
0.067
0.509
0.014

0.817
0.182
0.670
0.291
0.837
0.895
0.350
0.810
0.0005
0.150
0.010
0.584
0.025
0.354
0.014

30,728

4,268

Forms 1+2+6+4
(1) - (0)
∗∗∗

−0.064
0.063∗∗∗
0.057∗∗∗
−0.022∗∗∗
−0.023∗∗∗
−0.044∗∗∗
0.031∗∗∗
−0.026∗∗∗
-0.0004
0.032∗∗∗
0.004∗
0.088∗∗∗
0.042∗∗∗
0.155∗∗∗
0.000

(1)

(0)

(1) - (0)

0.794
0.205
0.837
0.160
0.822
0.876
0.392
0.772
0.0001
0.196
0.015
0.669
0.070
0.536
0.016
3.009
0.346

0.942
0.058
0.793
0.187
0.844
0.920
0.325
0.828
0.0007
0.133
0.014
0.565
0.026
0.358
0.016
2.417
0.604

−0.148∗∗∗
0.147∗∗∗
0.045∗∗∗
−0.027∗∗∗
−0.022∗∗
−0.045∗∗∗
0.068∗∗∗
−0.056∗∗∗
−0.0006∗
0.063∗∗∗
0.001
0.103∗∗∗
0.045∗∗∗
0.178∗∗∗
0.000
0.592∗∗∗
−0.258∗∗∗

14,350

1,516

Note: The table compares means in four samples used in the analysis: from form 1, form 4, forms 1 and 2, and forms 1, 2 and 6 merged with weights
from form 4. The samples consist of all heroin related cases registered in Russia during 2013-2014. Columns (1) present means in the subsamples without
observations with missing drug weight, columns (0) present means in the subsamples of observations with missing drug weight, columns (1) - (0) shows
differences in means.

Table B4: Robustness check
Starting
point

Polynomial
degree k

0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
* p < 0.10, ** p <

Manipulation window
Lower
bound rl

4
4
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
0.05, *** p <

1.5
1.5
1.5
1.1
1.1
1.1
1.6
1.6
1.6
1.2
1.2
1.2
1.7
1.7
1.7
1.3
1.3
1.3
0.01

Upper
bound ru
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.3
3.4
3.5

Bunching
estimator b

s.e.

7.463∗∗∗
8.879∗∗∗
10.828∗∗∗
7.057∗∗∗
8.123∗∗∗
9.515∗∗∗
6.325∗∗∗
7.256∗∗∗
8.453∗∗∗
7.885∗∗∗
9.165∗∗∗
10.851∗∗∗
6.398∗∗∗
6.787∗∗∗
7.421∗∗∗
7.459∗∗∗
8.466∗∗∗
9.751∗∗∗

0.305
0.377
0.526
0.415
0.509
0.691
0.325
0.319
0.398
0.579
0.766
0.956
0.246
0.277
0.309
0.473
0.537
0.572

Note: The baseline sample from form 1 consists of all heroin related cases registered in Russia
during 2013-2014. To obtain the estimates of bunching, I apply the method described in detail in
Appendix C.
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Table B5: The effect of reaching 2013 level on the number of serious and most
serious drug crimes registered in 2014

t=-6
t=-5
t=-4
t=-3
t=-2
t=-1
t=0
t=1
t=2
t=3
t=4
t=5
t=6
Month fixed effects
Station fixed effects

(1)
Both agencies

(2)
MVD

(3)
FSKN

0.0003
(0.015)
−0.018
(0.016)
−0.008
(0.015)
0.015
(0.015)
0.047∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.038∗∗∗
(0.013)
0.232∗∗∗
(0.014)
0.006
(0.012)
0.004
(0.013)
−0.0007
(0.013)
0.008
(0.013)
−0.020
(0.014)
−0.015
(0.014)
Yes
Yes

0.003
(0.018)
−0.004
(0.019)
−0.020
(0.018)
0.025
(0.018)
0.047∗∗∗
(0.016)
0.037∗∗
(0.015)
0.197∗∗∗
(0.015)
0.010
(0.014)
0.011
(0.014)
0.011
(0.014)
0.018
(0.015)
−0.011
(0.016)
−0.014
(0.016)
Yes
Yes

−0.002
(0.029)
−0.046
(0.030)
0.030
(0.030)
0.002
(0.029)
0.061∗∗
(0.025)
0.052∗∗
(0.026)
0.342∗∗∗
(0.028)
0.007
(0.025)
−0.006
(0.028)
−0.026
(0.025)
−0.016
(0.025)
−0.049∗
(0.029)
−0.022
(0.030)
Yes
Yes

Observations
24,060
17,748
R-squared
0.649
0.650
* p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, *** p < 0.01

6,312
0.651

Note: Column (1) presents estimates for both drug control agencies, column (2) - for the MVD,
column (3) - for the FSKN. The samples include all stations that reached the total 2013 number of
serious and most serious drug crimes during the period studied (January - December 2014). The
dependent variable is the logarithm of the number of serious and most serious drug crimes per
month calculated based on the sample of all drug related cases from form 1. Standard errors are
clustered by station.
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Table B6: Summary statistics
Overall

Manipulation region

Male
Russian
At least college
Unemployed
Student
Worker
White-collar
Repeat offender
Administrative offence
Under the influence of drugs
Under the influence of alcohol

0.814
0.851
0.381
0.784
0.0001
0.182
0.014
0.672
0.067
0.509
0.014

0.826
0.859
0.400
0.748
0.000
0.210
0.019
0.713
0.060
0.541
0.017

Observations

30,728

5,026

Note: The baseline sample from forms 1 and 2 consists of all heroin related cases registered in Russia
during 2013-2014. See the text for further details defining the subsample around the threshold.
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C Estimation Details
To estimate the magnitude of the response of police officers around the crime severity
threshold, I adapt the standard method from the bunching literature (Saez 2010,
Chetty et al. 2011, Kleven and Waseem 2013).
To obtain the bunching estimator, I estimate the counterfactual density of
seized drug amounts by fitting a high-order polynomial to the observed distribution,
excluding the region[rl , ru ] around the threshold D:
Cj =

p
X
k=0

βk Rjk +

ru
X

γr ∗ 1[Rj = r] + νj ,

(1)

r=rl

where Cj is the number of cases in bin j, p is the order of the polynomial, Rj is
the midpoint of bin j. For heroin related cases, bin size is set to 0.1 gram, which is
approximately the smallest dose that can be bought. To obtain the counterfactual
distribution I estimate the predicted values from (1), omitting the γr shifters for
smoothing the density around the threshold:
Ĉj =

p
X

βˆk Rjk .

(2)

k=0

Key assumption for the bunching estimator, as well as for any other bunching
methodology, is that without manipulation the actual distribution of outcomes in
the bunching window would follow the polynomial estimated outside this window.
Comparing the counterfactual and observed distributions, I can estimate the
missing mass to the left of the threshold, and the excess bunching mass to the right
of the threshold:
M̂ =

D
X

(Ĉj − Cj ) and B̂ =

j=rl

ru
X

(Cj − Ĉj ).

(3)

j=D

To determine the lower and upper bounds of the excluded interval, I follow
Kleven and Waseem (2013). Because the excess bunching above the threshold is
quite sharp (compared to the missing mass), the upper bound can be determined
visually. With ru fixed I set the lower bound rl such that B̂ = M̂ .
Finally, I can obtain a bunching estimate for the magnitude of manipulation,
calculating the ratio of excess mass to the average height of the counterfactual
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density above the threshold:
B̂
,
Ĉ
/N
j
j=D

b̂ = Pru

(4)

where N is the number of bins in the interval [D, ru ].
Since the paper studies the rational response of the police only around the second
threshold, I exclude the area around first threshold from estimation.
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